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Name: Scorpion 1080 Silurian   
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SPECIFICATION - ORIGINAL MAY 2018

Customised Scorpion Silurian 1080, with Seated Console and S/Steel and Fabric Bimini, and four Ullman Echelon seats.  Custom colour, with following 

equipment.

Engine:    Twin Verado 300 hp 

Decking:    Standard Permateek® available in a selection of colours.

Seating:   4 Ullman Echelon Seats instead of standard twin electric bolster seats

	 	 	 	 Removable	folding	table	in	teak	with	Carbon	fibre	panels	to	finish,	doubles	to	be	fill	in	sun	bed	area	with	cushion.	It	is	remova	 	

    ble for storage. Fill in sunbed for front seating, with upholstery.  It can be removable for storage.

Bimini:    S/Steel and Fabric custom Bimini

	 	 	 	 T	Top	or	Bimini	extension	for	aft	sun	shade	with	two	removable	carbon	fibre	pole,	mounted	to	two	s/steel	deck	sockets

Console and Navigation: Raymarine C127 GPS chart plotter with depth sounder/ EU cartography as standard

	 	 	 	 Raymarine	RAY50	DSC	VHF	fitted	to	console

    Raymarine AIS650 transceiver and splitter

    240 or 110 volt shorepower and charger, with breaker and ship to shore lead

	 	 	 	 JL	Audio	System,	with	JL	to	advise	on	complete	system,	with	amplifiers,		four	speakers	on	A	frame,	Sub	Woofer,	Tweeters	and  

    speaker system in the boat. 

    Electric trim tabs with automatic retract and LED trim control switches to console
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	 	 	 	 				Surface	mounted	backlit	Offshore	compass
        Lopo LED navigation lights (port, starboard and all around white)
        Scorpion designed mini circuit breaker in console, incorporating 1 x 12 volt outlet
        Three (3) 110 amp hour sealed batteries
Fuel:        Twin S/Steel Underdeck +/-410litre each fuel tanks; inspection plates; duel sender system.
.	 	 	 	 				Two	Fuel	filters	with	clear	inspection	bowl	and	sealed	spin	off	system	for	filter	changing.	
Safety:            Automatic bilge pump plus emergency manual bilge pump
        Galvanized 8kg anchor, with 6m of chain and 30m of warp stored in forward wet locker.
	 	 	 															Manual	fire	extinguisher	in	console
        Deck drain to underdeck drain well with automatic bilge pumps for excess deck surface water.
        Two deck scuppers with non return valves, designed for fast clearance of larger volumes of water.
A Frame:        Stern mounted A Frame or wake board tower, in S/Steel powder coated in black.
Lifting and towing:      Stainless steel bow eye
        Two heavy duty stainless steel towing eyes to transom for towing bridle
        Three point lifting System
Cool Boxes:        2 High Grade Ice Boxes under aft seat, designed to keep ice longer than any other ice box
Lights:        Pair of Underwater transom lights in red 
Anchor:       12v drum winch with through hull anchor, operated from console switch or remote control
Towing:       Scorpion designed strengthened bow towing eye with two Pad eyes for towing the RIB 
GRP Special:       Finish boat in black GRP for hull, deck, seating and console
General:       3 pull-up mooring cleats, one in bow and two astern 
	 	 	 	 				Removable	s/steel	boarding	ladder	stored	in	aft	locker	that	fits	to	bathing	platform	when	in	use.
        2x Cold water outlets at stern and bow, with under deck 100 litre fresh water tank.
	 	 	 	 				Wash	down	system,	with	connection	and	hose	in	bow	anchor	locker.
        12v bow thruster, with push button controls on console
	 	 	 	 				Fitted	12v	power	inflator/deflator	fixed	in	aft	locker	with	hose	connection	for	tubes.
        Deck lights x 11, positioned to forward and rear seating, and console in soft white
	 	 	 	 				Cover	for	back	seat,	and	a	combined	cover	for	both	console	and	helm	seating	in	Weathermax
        Three 12m mooring lines and 4 fenders
        Scorpion 2 year warranty on tubes, hull and deck mouldings
	 	 	 	 				Boat	manual,	Builder’s	Certificate	and	CE	Plate
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COLOUR SCHEME

Hull:    Black
Deck:    Black
Console:   Black
Windscreen:	 	 Grey	Tint
Upholstery:   Dark Red
Decking:   Black
Tubes:   Black

WARRANTY

• Two year warranty from Scorpion on hull, deck and tubes
• Manufacturers warranty on Engine, electronics and water jet

Construction Standards

To EEA Recreational Craft Directive – 2013/53/EU.
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Nautor’s Swan Brokerage  
Unit 6, Buliding D, Swanwick Marina 

Swanwick| SO31 1ZL| United Kingdom 
+ 44 (0) 1489 854850 | Ross.collingwood@nautorswan.com

Price	may	be	changed	without	notice		|	Boat	is	offered	subject	to	still	being	available	
The particulars are believed to be correct but not guaranteed
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